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AWA Texaco – Sunday October 20
In what has become a case of “second verse, same as the
first”, flyers were greeted by gusty winds and low clouds for
the blue ribbon event on the AWA OT calendar.

From the office of El Presidente..
Test flying was kept to an absolute minimum as the
combination of strong and gusty SE wind and big, slow
climbing Texaco models was not a happy one. Troy Latto
did manage a solid test flight with his 85% bomber and had
a 3 ½ minute engine run from his OS52 and 12cc fuel
allocation. In what proved prophetic words, he was heard to
comment “That will probably be my best flight of the day.”
More on that later.

Xmas BBQ
Rob Rowson has again graciously offered up the use of his
home for our Christmas BBQ this year. It will be BYO
everything again so mark your calendar for Saturday
December 7 (Pearl Harbor Day) and head round to
Rowson’s from 5:00pm onwards. Should be a hoot.
Thanks George.
Big thanks to George Car who over the past couple of
weeks has been the master chef at the field with his
portable BBQ. George has kept us all fed with sausages in
a slice of bread (wiener in a blanket) washed down with
litres of orange juice at the start of the morning. This has
been very well received by the members and we all look
forward to this spontaneous gesture occurring again in the
th
future. The Tom Boy Rally on November 24 might be just
the event to bring out the BBQ tongs once again and show
our hospitality to some of the country and visiting flyers.
…and so back to the Dixielander.
Well firstly I would like to thank all who entered into the
debate regarding the eligibility of the Dixie for our Buford
and Nostalgia comps. I received numerous emails most
with an article of sorts as proof, some written only in the
past 10 years or so but one was a copy of an article written
by Don Howie for the aero modeller magazine in 2009.
Included in Dons article was an advertisement for the
Dixilander kit from 1959 with a list of successes that date
back to 1956. I looked up my own copy of July 1959 Aero
modeller and there it was as bold as brass, so we now have
proof the Dixilander is eligible to compete in the two above
mentioned classes at SAM270 events.

Dicko busies himself with the fuel bottle while Cookie
gleans a few tips..
Hans Van Leeuwen suffered from engine problems again
this event. The finicky mag 61 on his bomber failed to run
reliably enough and this combined with the wind caused
Hans to call it a day early. Rob Rowson transformed his
Flamingo yet again, this time mounting an OS open rocker
60 but his day was also dogged with short runs.

State 1/2a Texaco
The AWA 1/2a Texaco scheduled for November 3 was
postponed due to high winds. It has been rescheduled for
December 1 with the same start time and contact details.
Please mark your calendars accordingly.
The “Green Grass” Cup
As you are all aware, the SAM270 1/2a Electric Texaco
Trophy will now be known as “The Peter Everitt Green
Grass Cup” in honour of Peter who has done more than any
other SAM modeller in WA to raise the profile of electric OT
flying. Peter was very humbled to receive this singular
honour and his response is printed below:

When Ian told me about the Electric Texaco cup I got
quite emotional .I feel very honoured. The only way I
can express myself is to say thanks guys. This is
better than winning any competition ever.
Thank you all GREEN GRASS

Hans takes a spanner to the Magnum but can’t make it
crank..

Ian Dixon
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Alan Trott bustled about the place with his veteran “Scram” and
split his time between flying and assisting Paul Baartz, who
also didn’t perform up to his own high standards this time
round. Rod McDonald and Kevin Hooper performed solidly but
not consistently enough to make the flyoff, while George Car
was very unlucky not to force his way in – missing out by only
20 seconds.

Troy wanders back with a busted bird while Rod is thankful it
was someone else for a change!
Results
1 Ray Sherburn
Flamingo/Mag 61
1800 + 282
2 Richard Sutherland
Buccaneer/OS 60
1800 + 29
3 Ian Dixon
Airborne/OS 60
1800 + 11
4 George Car
Standby/Saito 56
1780
5 Kevin Hooper
Miss America/OS 60 OR 1682
6 Rod McDonald
Bomber/OS 60 OR
1570
7 Paul Baartz
Bomber/ASP 61
1189
8 Alan Trott
Scram/Mag 61
625
9 Rob Rowson
Flamingo/OS 60 OR
538
10 Hans Van Leewuen
Bomber/Mag 61
0
11 Greg McLure
Gull/OS 40
0
12 Troy Latto
Bomber/ASP 61
0

Paul Baartz and his faithful fetcher Alan Trott
The flyoff was contested by 3 club stalwarts – Ian Dixon,
Richard Sutherland and Ray Sherburn. Richard was keenly
watched by all as he was flying the only spark ignition engine in
the Texaco fleet. The OS SP on the front of the Buccaneer
burbled and coughed and backfired – but did enough to get him
to the flyoff. Sadly, a failed ignition battery pack saw his engine
cut out on climb. Ian Dixon also suffered his second bout of
flyoff hoodoos in as many weeks, with the Lanzo Airborne
copping a crosswind gust on rotation which cartwheeled the
model and broke its stabilizer.

Dixon, Sherburn and Sutherland..Texaco winners!.

Richard and Gary with the Spark powered Buccaneer.
In the end, it was Ray Sherburn’s “Climb hard and fast”
approach to Texaco that won him the day – his
Flamingo/Mag61 combo proving that you can’t muck around
with slow flying in high winds! Well done Ray!
Oh and what happened to Troy? Well as he predicted, he hit a
cross wind on takeoff in round 1, cartwheeled the Bomber and
ended up with a smashed rear fuselage and broken wing pylon.
(me and my big mouth – ed)
________________________________________________

Rob Rowson’s versatile Flamingo..

It's easy to make a small fortune in aviation. You start with
a large fortune. – Donald W Douglas

Thanks to all who participated and helped on the day.
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Rob Bovell & Troy Latto

SAM270 Vintage Glider, Sunday October 20
Following on from our highly successful and well organized
Texaco event and after numerous stalled attempts, SAM270
finally managed to run its inaugural Vintage Glider Comp! The
requisite five entrants were procured; the bungee was laid out
(none of your wing breaking winches here) and everyone half
listened to CD Latto’s attempted brief before the first model was
hooked up and sent silently aloft in the 15 knot breeze.

Greg and the lovely “Arestes” – a very evocative vintage glider

Troy and Richard wait patiently with the Leprechaun while
Dicko sorts the Bungee out..
Ian Dixon was the first up with the Leprechaun. Its squirrelly
flight path up the Bungee (possibly caused by incorrect towhook position) cost Ian too much launch height on each of his
flights. In the end he was undone by the wind as a sudden gust
through the flight line while he was attending to other duties
dragged the Leprechaun across the rough ground and cracked
its two upper longerons near the tail post.

George Car’s 150% Lulu built by Gary Dickens
Results..
1
2
3
4
5

Gary Dickens
Greg McLure
Rod McDonald
George Car
Ian Dixon

150% Lulu
Arestes
200% Lulu
150% Lulu
Leprechaun

826
812
745
490
193

Gary Dickens with his winning 150% Lulu
We had a plethora of Lulu’s - including a 200% one from the
McDonald stable that performed VERY well. Gary Dickens built
two 150% Lulu’s –one for George Car – but chose the best one
for himself as he managed 2 maximum scores and high 3rd
round to take out the competition

George waits patiently for the Bungee..
All who attended agreed that this was a very relaxed and fun
event and we are looking forward to a few more old soarers
being constructed for next years Vintage Glider contest.
Thanks to Cookie for hanging around to help with line retrieval
and to Angie Dickens for timing duties. A big thanks to
everyone who pitched in to make the afternoon run smoothly.

If we had mark for aesthetics in this event it would have to go to
Greg McLure and his “Arestes” – an English design from the
early 1940’s. Greg test flew this aircraft on the day and went on
to post 2 very competitive scores before losing the lift in his last
two rounds as the southerly picked up later in the afternoon. He
did enough to snag second place and was very pleased with his
new glider.

Troy Latto
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Son of Sam – the final chapter..

Straight after the 2011 champs in Canowindra (in fact only 1
week after) was the 2012, 65th nationals in Perth. I was
involved with the organising committee and managed to have
all the vintage events on the last 3 days so it gave us chance to
get back from Canowindra, our models shipped back, unpacked
and made ready. It worked a treat! All made it back safely and I
flew in all the vintage events and placed in all 5.

The champs are held over four days they started with vintage f/f
and allowed the Dixielander to fly as it was the 50th anniversary
of the model, I had one that was already trimmed, unfortunately
for Troy we hadn't trimmed his and this ended in disaster when
we spread it all over the paddock on its first flight, I ended up in
second place so all was not lost.

After the first SAM champs in 2009 Paul Baartz who singly has
promoted vintage modelling in Western Australia became ill and
had to step aside from club matters, it was at this time Troy and
I took hold of the reins, in fear that SAM 270 might lose its
momentum. We decided that we would have our own newsletter
and Troy has been the editor from day one. As a result of his
hard work our Geezer newsletter now goes internationally and
has exposed our vintage group to many modellers overseas,
there is hardly a month goes by that I don't receive an email
thanking us for the newsletter that someone else had forwarded
to them and could they be included on our mailing list. An
example of this is when I built a vintage glider designed by
Richard Twomey; it was his leprechaun, a monster of a thing. I
saw my first leprechaun at the age of 14 and was taken by the
size of it. On publishing pictures and a small written article in
the Geezer it somehow found its way to the designer Dick
Twomey who now lives in Mauritius, Dick emailed me to say
hello and wish me well with the model. Dick and I have
corresponded since.

The second event was RC Tomboy, it was becoming apparent to
Troy and myself that the thermals in Canowindra where nothing
like we had experienced before, they were very strong and we
joked that if you threw a chair in the air it would probably max.
The tomboy event was flown over the prescribed hour and on my
last flight managed to get in strong lift which put me in first place.
Now we really had the east coast guys talking the first two events
and the bloody West Aussies have got a first and a second! Mind
you, these where the only wins we archived over the four days but
we learnt a lot, saw a lot and met some great like-minded guys. It
was a real boy’s adventure - we flew all day and drank all night
only to greet the morning with fuzzy heads and determination. At
these Champs they had a control line Phantom racing event
which we watched with keen interest.
Troy and I came home excited and wiser and planned our next
journey to the SAM Champs. We agreed that it wasn’t possible
every year but thought we could talk the wife's into letting us go
every other year. We made the journey again in 2011 the same
way as previous with the exception of two more west Aussie club
mates, Richard Sutherland who travelled with us and Rob
Rowson who travelled by road with his wife and caravan and
would meet us there. Once again we were greeted by a bunch of
great guys who made us very welcome.

I have never enjoyed aero modelling as I am currently doing so
now, I guess with age comes a degree of financial stability and
so affordability., I' am spoilt with a 36m2 brick and tile
workshop; I have a very understanding and supporting wife;
and I have great like-minded aero modelling friends to fly ( and
compete) with. I have won the State champion of champion’s
trophy 4 times and still can’t believe it. The first time I saw this
trophy was in the 70’s when Doug Murray had brought it along
to a club meeting and spoke about it. It's a magnificent silver
Pegasus atop of a silver stand, as a 14 year old I thought it was
something out of my reach.
Sadly last year my father decided to call it a day and is no
longer an active modeller. Peter Everett the person who taught
me to fly control line 42 years ago is still an active modeller and
occasionally joins us to fly electric RC old timers at our field in
Oakford. Without his and my father’s support, dedication and
encouragement this wonderful journey wouldn’t have begun. I
am also grateful for that gift from Oliver Hartley who wouldn’t
have realised at the time what he was starting. I have been
acting secretary / treasurer and president of WAMAC and
SAM270 for the past 3 years and hope to continue with the
development of the club for years to come. I enjoyed my time
whilst a member and committee member at KAMS and will no
doubt in years to come return. I love to build and fly vintage
aircraft whether radio controlled or control line. And while this
interest continues I will be there at all the comps and events to
enjoy the friendship of other like-minded modellers.

Dicko, Robo, and Latto at Canowindra 2011

I was dogged by radio problem throughout the Champs but still
managed a second place in Vintage F/F and took out the
concourse award. Troy managed a third place in standard
duration and the spirit of SAM award. Richard was 1st in 2cc
duration and Rob tried hard but with a badly cut and stitched hand
after feeding it through a prop he couldn't place (but he did VERY
well in Antique 38 – ed), I intend going again in 2014. We also
flew in the control line events and with some determination had
taught Troy to fly control line the day before the event. I wasn't all
that successful in the control line events but Richard was and
came home with first place in the vintage class.
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Teaching Troy to fly control line at the champs the day before the comp.

Ian Dixon
(AKA) Dicko
AUS 9705
SAM 27017

just A Minute!
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WAMAC. Minutes of general meeting held on: 11 October
2013

Hi Troy,
Am sending you some shots of a damaged spook - the decision
was to rebuild it as the owner had binned it.

Held at: 20 Granville Way, Willetton
The 72” Spook I acquired was originally built by Greg Potter in
Adelaide, then was sold to a Melbourne guy who put it in a tight
turn and clapped the wing.

Meeting Opened: at 8.06pm with the Secretary Paul Baartz in
the chair.
Members Present: P.Baartz, G.Cooke, A.Bentley, R.Bovell,
M.Butcher, K.Hooper, G.McLure
Apologies: R.Rowson, P.Everitt, I.Dixon, T.Latto, A.Trott

I Drove over to Melbourne to pick it up: 14 hours’ drive from
here! The wing was a clean break, but the crash destroyed the
front half of the fuselage. I Have rebuilt it but have not test flown
it as yet. I have rebuilt it a bit stronger than it was.

Visitors: nil

A very nice looking OT.

Correspondence inwards: several newsletters from like clubs
and associations

Regards
Rod Carrick
Arno Bay. S.A.

Correspondence outwards: Geezer to mailing list. AWA
membership.
Treasurers report: Balance at bank: $15,619.64 20 members,
10 associates.
Minutes of previous meeting: were confirmed as circulated to
members.
Business arising:nil
General Business: Ian Dixon reported that recent busy bee was
great success. Thanks to all who helped.
Thanks to Graeme Cooke for donation to the club of a lawn
mower, whipper snipper, and several trophies, two of which have
been ‘re-birthed’ by Ian Dixon for club events.
Kevin Hooper reported on flying at Wanneroo field, all events
requiring height clearance can be notified at start of year for a
once only fee of $160.00, and also on availability and suitability of
Dandaragan for a club week-end, good facilities and
accommodation. June/July best time of the year.
Decided to hold Christmas BBQ at Rob Rowsons place again this
year on 7th Decenber.

Competition results:
State 1/2A Electric Texaco:
1. R.Sutherland, 2. R.Sherburn, 3. Ian Dixon
State Standard Duration:
1. Troy Latto, 2. Rod McDonald, 3. Ian Dixon
Meeting Closed at:8.28pm

________________________________________
One very sick Spook destined for landfill
The afore mentioned 1959 Aeromodeller ad for the Dixielander
that included the contest record going back to the 1956 Croydon
Gala. I guess that puts the whole matter to rest now..
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One beautifully rebuilt Spook destined to fly again - albeit using
devils power. I am sure Greengrass would approve!

Adventure to Airventure 2012
Saturday - the last day of Oshkosh
Saturday was the last at Wittman Field and at Oshkosh. The
culmination was the evening airshow and the spectacular
fireworks that brought the Air Adventure 2012 to a close. Whilst
walking down the strip to the entry gate and onto the Green Bus
we were able to eclipse some great photos of the shadowy forms
of the huge C5 transport with the fireworks behind, thought to
make a grand screen saver at work.

Two hours passes very quickly on the road one has not
travelled on before, then we hit the outskirts of Chicago.
Fortunately we skirted the city on this monster freeway not
before we passed the Meres Tower and the Port of Illinois. It
was apparent as we headed further East the dryer it became,
we later learnt that the mid North was experiencing one of the
worst droughts for years. The corn crops also resembled this.
Another two hours passed so we were stopping for lunch in
Indianapolis (famous for the Indianapolis 500) Indiana State.
This is about the time it takes to drive from Perth to Geraldton
but we had passed into three States of the USA. The bus was
parked up alongside a diner so the tour group piled in and
enjoyed the cuisine . What we noticed outside were the large
numbers of cars and SUVs without number plates. As we were
travelling in airconditioned comfort, it was a little warm outside
the diner some 1050F and no wind, the sort of weather you
experience in the wheat belt at the height of summer..

Back at the Uni Rob and I had to pack the cases ready for the
departure in the morning for the coach trip from Wisconsin
through the States of Illinois, Indiana to arrive in Ohio. We had
had seven whole days to appreciate the hospitality offered at
Oshkosh and Sunday morning would begin the second half of
the tour.
Sunday morning dawned with our last breakfast at Blackhawk
Common all for the sum of $8:00, then back to the room and
booking out. By 8:30am the tour group (30+) had assembled to
be loaded onto the coach for the ten hour journey. I certainly
enjoyed this as the pace was somewhat subdued passing
Whitman field for the last time, on the field there were the happy
campers folding up their tents and bundling them into all sorts of
motor homes, caravans and aircraft that had parked at that
section of the strip. Wittman field then became the busiest strip
in the world again as aircraft departed heading to all parts of the
USA and beyond.

The journey ended at our hotel, for four nights at Beaver Creek
some 20miles from the city of Dayton but only 10minutes from
the biggest airbase in the world, Wright Patterson Airbase, that
also holds the largest collection of military aircraft (US) in the
world.

The highway was quite busy for a Sunday morning, a concrete
monolith stretching for miles four lanes on each side. The
continuous thump as the wheels of the bus ran over the
expansion joints every 30 feet or so from the green corn fields of
Wisconsin past the industrial areas of the South of the State.
_________________________________________________

Look forward in the next editions of Air Adventure 2012 when
we discover the first flying field, the airforce museum, the Wright
Brothers cycle shop, the Packard motor museum and the
Engineers club.

Every one already knows the definition of a 'good' landing is
one from which you can walk away. But very few know the
definition of a 'great landing.' It's one after which you can
use the airplane another time
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Kevin Hooper

2012 SAM270 “Paul Baartz Shield”
Progress table
SAM No.
SAM27017
SAM2706
SAM27023
SAM27022
SAM27021
SAM2701
SAM2704
SAM27012
SAM27024
SAM27031
SAM27014
SAM27025
SAM27030
SAM2703
SAM27013
SAM27015
SAM27016
SAM27019
SAM27027
SAM27028
SAM27010
SAM27026
SAM2702
SAM2707
SAM2709
SAM27011
SAM27020
SAM27029

Club Meetings
Meetings will be held on the second Friday of every
month at Paul Baartz’s place - 20 Granville Way,
Willetton. Meetings kickoff at 8pm sharp, The waffle
kicks off about 10 mins later. Bring yourself and a
sense of humour. Tea and coffee will be provided.
Stronger Beveridge’s are at your own expense and
will be gratefully consumed when you’re not looking.

Name
Club Points
I Dixon
20
R McDonald
16
G McLure
16
R Sherburn
13
K Hooper
12
P Baartz
10
T Latto
9
G Dickens
6
R Sutherland
6
G Car
5
H Van Leeuwen
4
L Isitt
4
P Everitt
4
R Rowson
3
A Trott
2
G Cook
1
J Voak
1
R Bovell
1
M Butcher
1
R Silbereisen
1
G Eyres
0
B Slyns-Daniels
0
P Spencer
0
D Bentley
0
G Sayers
0
R Hoogenkamp
0
C Behr
0
C Edwards
0

______________________________________________

Club PlanZ Library
The club has a growing library of old timer and
nostalgia plans for your delectation. The catalogue is
available from Ian Dixon. The simple rule of the plans
library is: If you borrow it, copy it and bring back the
original! If you have a plan that you would like to
donate to the library, see Ian and he will snatch it
from your trembling hand!
_____________________________________________

Disposals
Sal Taibi 80 inch plus “Pacer” electric but can be
converted to ic. Comes with 2 servos but no ESC or
motor.
$150.00
Contact Troy Latto at latto@iprimus.com.au

___________________________________________________

______________________________________________

“Paul Baartz Shield” criteria
SAM270 is presenting all club events for the 2012
flying season. Participation is open to all AWA
affiliated pilots but trophies and points will only be
awarded
to
SAM270
members.
SAM270
membership is automatically awarded to new and rejoining WAMAC members and numbers will be
allocated on a sequential basis. Once you are
allocated a SAM number, it’s yours for life and it will
not be re-allocated. An entry fee for each event will
be charged to cover costs of trophies and engraving.
Points are allocated thusly: First place 4 points;
Second place 3 points; Third place 2 points; One
point is awarded for flying in the event.

Random picture page

____________________________________________________

Office Wallahs...

It wouldn’t be a Geezer without at least one ‘Rod Shot”!
Here we see him walking away from his lovely 100%
Bomber at Texaco..

President: Ian Dixon
Email: ian@perthartglass.com.au
Secretary/Treasurer: Paul Baartz
Email: paulbaartz@hotmail.com
Vice President/Geezer Editor: Troy Latto
Email: latto@iprimus.com.au
Contest Co-ordinator: Rob Bovell
Email: bert6058@yahoo.com.au
______________________________________________
Aviation is not so much a profession as it is a disease.
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Here he is again cradling his 200% Lulu vintage glider. Is
there no end to his talents?

Contest Calendar for 2013

Date

Event

Location

Start time

CD

March 24

Mad March Marlstrom Launch Day

TBA

TBA

George Car

April 6th

C/L Phantom day

Lumen Christie

12 noon

Greg McLure

April 14th

F/F HLG (State)

Oakford

8.00am

George Car

April 14th

F/F Scramble (State)

Oakford

10.30am

George Car

April 14th

Ebenezer FF Mass Launch

Oakford

Noon

George Car

April 21st

!/2A Texaco

Oakford

9.00am

Rob Bovell

April 21st

Burford Duration

Oakford

11.30am

Rob Bovell

May 2nd

2cc Duration (trial)

Oakford

9:00am

Rob Bovell

May 26th

Nostalgia

Oakford

9.00am

Rob Bovell

June 9th

1/2A Electric

Oakford

9.00am

Rob Bovell

June 30th

OT Duration

Oakford

9.00am

Rob Bovell

July 14th

’38 Antique

Wanneroo

9.00am

Rob Bovell

July 28th

Nostalgia (State)

Oakford

9.00am

Rob Bovell

August 11th

Burford (State)

Oakford

9.00am

Rob Bovell

August 24th

Standard Duration

Merredin

3.00pm

Rob Bovell

August 25th

OT Texaco

Merredin

9.00am

Rob Bovell

September 8th

OT Duration (State)

Oakford

9.00am

Rob Bovell

September 22nd

OT Standard Duration (State)

Oakford

9.00am

Rob Bovell

October 6th

1/2A Electric (State)

Oakford

9.00am

Rob Bovell

October 20th

Texaco (State)

Oakford

9.00am

Rob Bovell

October 20th

Vintage Glider Trial event

Oakford

after Texaco

Rob Bovell

November 17th

’38 Antique (State)

Wanneroo

9.00am

Rob Bovell

November 24th

Tomboy Rally

Oakford

9.00am

Rob Bovell

December 1st

1/2A Texaco (State)

Oakford

9.00am

Rob Bovell

Note: Events marked in BLUE are TRIAL events for 2013 run by SAM270. Events marked in RED are AWA State
events run by WAMAC. All other events are club events run by SAM270
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A close up view of Rod Carrick’s Spook
8 fuselage repair job. Very neat!

SAM Supporters

Want an Aussie made Ignition system?
Who you gonna call?

Larry Davidson
66 Casa Mia Circle
Moneta, VA. 24121-5307
(540)721-4563
Supplier of specialist model equipment for
antique and spark ignition motors

Peter Scott!!
Ignition coil assemblies with transistor ready to go only $70!!
. Contact qualmag@optusnet.com.au
Or Phone: (02) 9624 1262

Email: samchamp@jetbroadband.com

Owen Engines
Authorized agent for PAW, MP JET, and Schlosser
diesel engines and spare parts. GB reproduction
diesels and spare parts are our speciality.
Contact David Owen for a catalog at
owendc@tpg.com.au

Aerotech Electronics
Electronic ignition timers for sparkies!
Receiver activated shutoffs eliminate
mechanical switches and make your spark
ignition installation a breeze!
Email Marvin Stern: IGN-sw@optimum.net
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